6TH ANNUAL NATIONAL MARKET TRANSFORMATION CONFERENCE:
Luncheon Keynote

Friday's luncheon keynote will focus on the success of energy savings performance contracting efforts in Hawaii. The State of Hawaii is the five-time ESC "Race to the Top" winner (2012-2016). Alan Okimoto, Hawaii State Energy Office, will introduce Phil Lowery and Larry Augustine of Johnson Controls whose presentation will highlight the three Hawaii Department of Transportation Energy Savings Performance Contracts that total an investment of more than $236 million and guarantees of more than $500 million in energy savings to the State over the next 20 years.

There is still time to register but time is running out – so register today! See ya'll in Henderson.

Learn More

Thank You Bronze Sponsor: Best Energy Reduction Technologies (Bert)
Bert® is the leading Wi-Fi based plug load management system. We manage plug load in more than 100 school districts, colleges, townships, counties, sporting venues and healthcare providers - saving our clients over 3 million kWh annually. We are the market leader with over 25,000 Berts installed across the US.
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